Transnational Resistance to Neoliberal Globalisation: Students Against Coke!

Protests at WSF in Caracas, Michigan State University and Piccadilly Circus, London

6pm Wednesday 15th February
G2 Lecture Theatre, Main Building, School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), Thornhaugh Street, London WC1 (nearest tube Russell Square)
Chair: Dr. Sara Motta
Speaker: Ray Rogers, Director, Campaign to Stop Killer Coke
plus Students in UK Students Against Coke, and
Andy Higginbottom, Colombia Solidarity Campaign

Organised by SOAS Student Union and the Colombia Solidarity Campaign
(Note: this event will be televised)

Coca-Cola is one of the world’s most powerful and profitable corporations. Yet, despite repeated pleas for help, the corporation has not found the time or resources to insure the most basic safety of its workers or prevent massive environmental devastation in the communities where it does business. In Colombia SINALTRAINAL, the trade union that represents Coke workers have suffered the assassination of 8 of their leaders, killed by paramilitaries allegedly hired by Coca Cola management. In India, Coke stands accused of draining and poisoning the water people need to survive.

p&p Colombia Solidarity Campaign, PO Box 8446, London N17 6NZ